CORIS BALTIC is a member of CORIS INTERNATIONAL Group (France), was established as representative in Baltic region. CORIS BALTIC Group in the past 18 years has become a recognized leader in the field of call centers, support, full of call assistance and concierge services in the Baltic countries and Scandinavia. Company provide services to insurance companies and banks.

CORIS BALTIC Group
welcomes in its friendly team an

ESTONIAN SPEAKING CUSTOMER SERVICE SPECIALIST
with good communication skills:

Responsibilities:
• Customer service by phone and via electronic correspondence;
• Customer consulting about services offered by the company;
• Communication with cooperation partners by phone and e-mail;
• Electronic processing and administration of information;
• Processing and analysis of information in the data base.

Requirements for candidates:
• Excellent knowledge of Estonian, good skills of English
• Preferably medical education
• Ability to be decisive and insistent
• Computer skills (MS Office)

By joining the company's team you will get:
• Dynamic and interesting work in a stable company
• Professional development opportunities
• Competitive wages

Working time Full-time / Part-time / Hourly work
Work place Latvia and/or Estonia / At the office or remotely

We will be glad to receive your CV via e-mail coris@corisbaltic.com until February 28, 2019